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Connections is the monthly newsletter of Scale Models 
Wellington IPMS Incorporated. Scale Models Wellington is a 
society for model-makers of all type from the Greater Wellington 
area and elsewhere in the country.

We welcome new members - drop us a line using the email 
address opposite, or come along to a meeting if you’re interested.

We meet on the last Wednesday of every month execpt 
December, at the Petone Working Men’s Club, Udy Street, 
Petone. Meetings start at 7.30pm and finish around 9.30pm.

Find us online
• scalemodelswellington.org.nz

• facebook.com/groups/scalemodelswellington

• flickr.com/groups/scalemodelswellington

• groups.yahoo.com/scalemodelswellingtonipms

Contributions
We welcome article submissions, tips, and small ads - please 
email your text and accompanying images to the editor at:

• editor@scalemodelswellington.org.nz

The submission deadline for each month’s issue is the second 
Tuesday of the same month.

Images should be high quality, high resolution JPEGs. You don’t 
need to spend time formatting your text, but you must credit 
your sources for text, data and images.

Please make sure you have permission to use any images which 
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Disclaimer
Opinions expressed in a newsletter article are solely those of the 
article’s author and do not necessarily reflect the policy and the 
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The editor reserves the right not to publish material which 
may bring Scale Models Wellington IPMS Incorporated into 
disrepute, and may edit copy to fit the newsletter. Anonymous, 
abusive or offensive material will not be published. 

Articles published in this newsletter may be republished if the 
source and author are acknowledged.
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Club news
 
Events calendar
November 30  Prize-giving

December 2  Modellers in the Pub

December   No meeting!

January 25  What I built on my holidays 
   (At the new venue!)

Juniors

See the Junior Modellers section in this newsletter for full 
details of your meetings.

We are moving to a new venue!

If you only read one thing in this issue, read this:  
The November meeting will be our last in Petone Working 
Men’s Club - from January onward, our meetings will be held 
in the Johnsonville Community Hall.
We are using the Trust Room, which is upstairs from the 
Southern entrance on Moorefield Road. There is plenty of car 
parking across the road in the Countdown car-park and station 
parks, plus a few spaces on Frankmoore Avenue.

See the centre’s website for more details:

• johnsonvillecommunitycentre.org.nz/about/

This is obviously a big change but it puts us in a much better 
financial position for the coming year.

Modellers in the Pub: Christmas Special
As before, this is an informal get-together for Scale Models 
Wellington IPMS members to have a drink and a chat. 

Come along to the Reading Room at The Library (the bar, not 
the public library) from 6pm on Friday 2 December - that’s the 
Friday after the November club meeting. 

The Library is upstairs above Burger King on Courtenay Place 
by the intersection with Tory Street. The entrance is immediately 
to the left of Burger King, and the Reading Room is on the far 
right as you enter The Library after climbing the stairs.

Share your skills
We need volunteers to demonstrate their skills, and would also 
like to hear suggestions for topics people would like to learn 
about. Ideally we’d like to run a demonstration nearly every club 
night.

You don’t need to be an expert, just confident in a particular 
modelling technique that doesn’t need too much gear to demo.

We’ll keep bringing the sign-up sheet along - if there’s anything 
you’d like to share with the club pop your name down and/or get 
in touch with Will.

Thanks to Bruce Adam for taking the time to share his pastel 
weathering techniques at the October meeting!

Photo: Peter White.
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October Show & Tell - Finished Models  
PhotoS: Peter white

1/72 Airfix Hawker Typhoon - Chris Velvin

1/700 IJN Hasidate - John Sutherland

1/48 ESCI Henschel Hs 126 - Tish Glasson

1/32 Pacific Coast Models Ta 152C-0 - Mike Regan

1/32 Revell/Monogram Grumman F3 F3 - Michael Rohde
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1/35 Takom T14 Armata - Steve Pilcher

1/35 Trumpeter Soviet 2S3 - Steve Pilcher
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1/32 Pacific Coast Models Fw190A-1 - Mike Regan

1/35 Dragon/Italeri Ommr flat wagon with 21cm Nebelwerfer 42 - Geoff Warren
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October Show & Tell- work in progress 
PhotoS: Peter white

1/32 Italeri Mirage IIIC - Peter White

1/35 Bronco A34 Comet Post WW2 & WW2 - Malcolm ThomasNon-scale Tiger Models F4U Corsair Cute Plane - Malcolm Thomas

28mm Games Workshop/scratch  Tyranid Warriors and jungle - Will Vale1/24 Revell Ford GT ‘05 - Grant Matchett
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Club Competition - results
Thanks!
Thanks to all the members who came along with their models, friends and family to support the club competition. We hope you had 
a good time catching up with friends and having a good look at the models on the tables.

We had 105 models on the tables this year, built by 32 entrants - not as many as last year, but still a good showing. The Junior 
members in particular brought a wide selection of interesting entries ranging from armour to 3D-printed starships.

Extra-special thanks!
The committee would again like to thank Richard Alexander for organising the judging, Grant Matchett for liasing with PWMC 
and setting up the room, and Kevin Trew for the registration system. Thanks also to everyone who helped on the registration desk, 
arrived early to set up tables, or hung around to clean up afterwards. It really helps.

We would also like to thank all those members who volunteered their time to help with the difficult but rewarding task of judging 
the entries. In no particular order, thanks are due to:

• Geoff Warren, Bruce Patchett, Bruce Adam, Mike Regan, Michael Rohde, Tish Glasson, Will Vale, Nic Zwart, Jamie Larn, 
Ewan Forbes and Hasitha Mananwatte.

Results

A1 - 1/48 Aircraft  
1 David Burling  A6M3 Zero
2 David Burling  SBD-5 Dauntless
3 Michael Rohde  Grumman F3 F1
HC Michael Rohde  Nakajima C6N1 Saiun
HC Gary Goddard  Super Etendard

A2 - Aircraft smaller than 1/48  
1 Will Vale   Tiger Moth G-ACDC
2 Michael Rohde  Savoia Marchetti SM 79
3 Michael Rohde  Cant Z 506 B Airone 
HC Kevin Trew  English Electric Lightning

A3 - Aircraft larger than 1/48  
1 David Coulthard  Airco DH.2
2 Michael Rohde  Seversky P 35
3 Michael Rohde  Fieseler “Storch”
HC Michael Rohde  Grumman F3 F3

A4 - Aircraft having a New Zealand connection  
1 Ernie Thompson  RNZAF P51D

A5 - Aircraft box stock  
1 Kevin Trew  SR-71A
2 Kevin Trew  Tornado ECR Tiger Meet
3 Kevin Trew  RAF MQ-9 Reaper
HC Kevin Trew  MiG-15

B1 - Military vehicles 1/35 & larger post WWII  
1 Steve Pilcher  Russian T14 Armata
2 Steve Pilcher  Soviet IS7 (Syrian)
3 Steve Pilcher  Ukranian 2S3
HC Hasitha Mananwatte Smerch
  

B2 - Military vehicles 1/35 & larger WWII & earlier 
1 Bruce Adam  M8 Greyhound
2 Geoff Warren  BR 86 Steam Locomotive
3 Bruce Adam  Whippet
HC Kevin Trew  Soviet GAZ-AAA truck 
 

B3 - Military vehicles smaller than 1/35  
1 Tish Glasson  Churchill bridge-layer

2 Paul Creswell  Mk 4 WW1 tank  

B5 - Military Vehicles Box Stock  
1 Ian Middleton  M4 Easy Eight  

C1 - Civilian Vehicles Racing Oriented  
1 Ernie Thompson  Talbot Lago GP car

2 Jo Martin   BMW 320i

C2 - Civilian Vehicles Road Vehicles  
1 Jamie Larn  Truck
2 Rick Lowe  Max Max Pursuit Special
3 Ernie Thompson  Ford Model T truck
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C3 - Motorcycles  
1 Jo Martin   Ducati 900  

C4 - Civilian Vehicles with a NZ Connection  
1 Nic Zwart  Scania R730
2 Jo Martin   Ford GT MkII 1966

C5 - Civilian Vehicles box stock  
1 Kevin Trew  Ferrari 250 Testa Rossa
2 Kevin Trew  Ford delivery truck 

D1 - Figures smaller than 120mm  
1 Darren Lyttle  Roman Cavalryman
2 Will Vale   Brimstone Horrors
3 Tim Ryan  Gallipoli 1915

E - Dioramas  
1 Ernie Thompson  RAF Wellington 

F2 - Ships & submarines 1/450 & larger  
1 Hasitha Mananwatte S-100 Schnellboot
2 Kevin Trew  RNLI Severn class lifeboat
3 Hasitha Mananwatte Type VIIC U-boat 

G2 - Fact, fiction, collections & misc. - Science fiction 
1 Will Vale   Space Assault Destroyer
2 Will Vale   Space Cruiser
3 Will Vale   RX-77-2 Guncannon 

G3 - Fact, fiction, collections & misc. - Collections 
1 Grant Porter  F-16 parking only

G4 - Fact, fiction, collections & misc. - Miscellaneous 
1 Grant Porter  F-16 cockpit

2 Grant Porter  Lavochkin La-5

3 Will Vale  Situation Normal

Junior results

J2 - Junior AFVs (all scales)  
1 Shaquile McCool  T-34-85 “Rudy”
2 Shaquile McCool  Tiger P
3 Shaquile McCool  PzIII Ausf. L
HC Nevan O’Connell  Vickers Light Tank
HC Fergal O’Connell  Mk. 1 Male Tank
HC Fergal O’Connell  Mk. 1 Male Tank
HC Fergal O’Connell  Sherman
HC Fergal O’Connell  SAS Jeep
HC Fergal O’Connell  Kv-2
HC Fergal O’Connell  Nashorn  

J3 - Junior aircraft (all scales)  
1 Madeleine Mills  BAe Hawk
2 Shaquile McCool  J2M3
3 Madeleine Mills  F-15E Strike Eagle
HC Shaquile McCool  Spitfire Mk22
HC Shaquile McCool  Bf-109G  

J5 - Junior ships (all scales)  
1 Harrison Taylor  Admiral Graf Spee
2 Harrison Taylor  US Aircraft Carrier Lexington
3 Harrison Taylor  British destroyer E class
HC Harrison Taylor  DD-797 Cushing
HC Harrison Taylor  LCM Mk III landing craft

J6 - Junior Sci-Fi & misc.  
1 Nevan O’Connell  Custom Stormcast Eternal
2 Shaquile McCool  Asp Explorer

J7 - Junior figures (all scales)  
1 Fergal O’Connell  Skink Warrior
2 Fergal O’Connell  Grim Burlockson
3 Fergal O’Connell  Luftwaffe Pilot
HC Harrison Taylor  GI

Prize giving
We will be holding the prize giving for both adults and juniors at the November meeting. Hope to see you there!
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Club Competition - 1st place gallery

A3 - Airco DH.2 - David Coulthard

Photos: Will vale
A2 - Tiger Moth G-ACDC - Will Vale

B3 - Churchill bridge-layer - Tish GlassonB2 - M8 Greyhound - Bruce Adam

A1 - A6M3 Zero - David Burling

A4 - RNZAF P51D - Ernie Thompson

B1 - T14 Armata - Steve PilcherA5 - SR-71A - Kevin Trew
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1/72 Airfix Mobil P-51 built by Mark Travis

C4 - Scania R730 - Nic Zwart

E - RAF Wellington - Ernie Thompson

C2 - Truck - Jamie Larn C3 - Ducati 900 - Jo Martin

C5 - Ferrari 250 Testa Rossa - Kevin Trew

D1 - Roman Cavalryman - Darren Lyttle

For high resolution photos of every entry, please have a look at our Flickr group: flickr.com/groups/scalemodelswellington

B5 - M4 Easy Eight - Ian Middleton C1 - Talbot Lago GP car - Ernie Thompson
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1/72 Airfix Mobil P-51 built by Mark Travis

J2 - T34-85 ‘Rudy”’ - Shaquile McCool

J6 - Stormcast - Nevan O’Connell

G3 - F-16 parking only - Grant Porter G3 - F-16 cockpit - Grant Porter

J3 - BAe Hawk - Madeleine Mills

J5 - Admiral Graf Spee - Harrison Taylor

F2 - Schnellboot S-100 - Hasitha Mananwatte G2 - Space Assault Destroyer - Will Vale

J7 - Skink - Fergal O’Connell
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The prototype
The Hanomag SS-100 Wehrmacht heavy Tractor was produced from 1936 to 1945 as a heavy agriculture tractor, but was quickly 
pressed into service by the Wehrmacht and the Luftwaffe and became one of the most widely used heavy tractors in German military 
service. Powered by a 8550 cc 6-cylinder D85 diesel engine,  it was used to tow everything, including towing the V2 Meillerwagen 
to launch sites. After 1945 it was produced in France as the ST-100, and was known in the civilian world as the “Gigant”. 

Takom’s kit
The kit has 167 crisply molded parts with no visible flash in a nice firm plastic that gives a nice crisp cut. The instructions are the 3D 
type and look to be idiot proof, though this has yet to be proven!

There are 4 different colour schemes:

• Belgium 1944
• Tempellhof 1942 (Berlin)
• Peenemunde 1943 
• An interesting Olivegrun version from Mittelkerk 1945 (Nordhausen, Germany)

The clear sprue is crystal clear if a little on the thick side. Sadly the kit comes with rubber tires. 

I dont see any small parts that will cause any problems cutting them away from the sprue. The thing I’m liking is It dosn’t appear to 
be over enginered. the engine has a lot of detail moulded on and the chassis looks a breeze. 

For me the only down sides are the multi piece cab and rubber tires, but I suppose you cant have it all! Looking forward to the build 
in the near future.

In-box review: Takom 1/35 Hanomag SS-100
Geoff Warren

Takom’s box art for the Hanomag tractor
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Four colour schemes on offer

Sprue shots

5 aircraft entries

Decals, clear parts and the dreaded vinyl tyres
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Why on Earth?
I’ve been painting a small collection of horrible space monsters this year - specifically 28mm Tyranids from Games Workshop. These 
started off as the Nottingham studio’s take on the Giger Alien designs, and have been part of the Warhammer 40K universe since 
the very start. They’re a race of biological weapons which arrive on their huge living starships, descend from orbit, then kill and eat 
everything they can find. In effect they’re a plague of really creepy locusts.

I got to the point that I had a dozen or so models painted, which for me is quite a lot, and was talked into entering GW’s Armies 
on Parade competition in mid-October. This meant I needed to build a little display board (up to the area a two-foot square) to best 
show them off, as well as finish off more aliens.

After I’d got it all done I was talked into writing it up for the newsletter by Sean, and here we are.

Building an alien jungle
Will Vale
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Building the board
Before I joined the club I used to build portable model railways, and I tried a few different approaches to make something light and 
robust enough to support the track and trains. What I ended up with was a braced construction of 10mm foam board finished with 
a skin of 3mm MDF. This is very quick to build and needs very few tools - all you really need is a Stanley knife and a straight edge. 
I used PVA wood glue to make the joints and wide masking tape in lieu of clamps. (1)

I opted not to use all the space available, partly so my small collection of models wouldn’t be lost, and partly so it’d fit in my cabinet 
afterwards. The board ended up being just under two feet by a foot and a bit.

The terrain forms are mostly made from chunks of 50mm Styrofoam. This is an extruded polystyrene insulation foam and much 
easier to use than the white crumbly expanded stuff. The layers were cut roughly to shape and fixed in place with PVA, and I used 
weights, cocktail sticks and skewers to hold them while the glue dried. (2)

Smaller elevations were added with offcuts of foam board and scraps of cork sheet, and I filled in any gaps with lightweight filler

Rocks
I wanted the rock surfaces to be quite a big part of the scene - I needed to separate areas of the board, raise up the “boss” figure, and 
give the water I had in mind somewhere to flow from and to. That meant a fair bit of elevation in a small space, and the best way to 
make sense of that was to make it into a rock outcropping.

I carved the rocks from the Styrofoam with a snap-blade utility knife - these are handy since you can extend the blade to get a longer 
cut, but you have to take care not to put sideways pressure on the blade while cutting or it may well snap! After carving I used a 
temperature-controlled heat gun to carefully melt the sharp edges and clean up the surface. Again, this needs a gentle touch since 
the smoke from burning polystyrene is toxic. I used more filler to hide any gaps between the foam layers - if these are too obvious it 
makes the layered construction very visible. (3)

I mixed up some gesso (a canvas primer for artists) with burnt umber paint to seal the surface and unify the filler and foam. This dries 
quite quickly and creates a tough skin. It also takes texture while drying which can make the surface more interesting. (4)

The rocks were painted with tube acrylics and a big brush - I used mainly raw umber, red & yellow ochre, and a bit of chrome oxide 
green. The tube paints stay wet for a while so you can mix them on the surface with a stippling action. Once it’d dried properly I 
added the usual washes and dry-brushing to build contrast and pick out different areas. (5)

321

54
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Water
I levelled and sealed the water surfaces by pouring a plaster base. This was a bit of a mixed blessing - it was nice and flat but also 
easy to damage and it took ages to dry fully. Once this was done I sealed it with a couple of coats of Johnson’s Klear and airbrushed 
the base colours. I started with Tamiya Buff and Black Green and built up the saturation with oversprays of their Clear range. (6, 7)

The waterfall bases were fitted in place at this point, using offcuts of plastic sheet trimmed and bent to shape. After that I had to 
psych myself up to pour the water! The surface is a two part epoxy resin I found at Spotlight intended for decoupage and doming. It’s 
viscous enough that a thinnish layer (1.5mm or so) will creep up to the edge of the water but not over it, so I didn’t need to make a 
dam around the outside of the board. (8)

Once this was dry I added gloss acrylic gel for ripples, and embedded teased-out cotton wool to create white water and soften the 
edges of the plastic waterfalls. By brushing up and down it was possible to align the fibres and get them to look like flowing water. 
I repeated these steps - adding gel, a little white paint, and cotton until I was reasonably happy with the results, and added a little 
brown-green paint to represent churning water beneath the foam.

Mud and greenery
Since I wanted to display a collection of models with wargaming bases, I built up the flat areas with cork to provide defined areas for 
the bases to sit in. This obviously doesn’t hide the base edges completely, but it makes it a bit easier to crop them out of photographs 
at least. Over this I applied a paste made of gesso, sand, grit and paint to soften the edges and add some texture. Definitely a messy 
step! I added more washes and drybrushing and also bedded some plastic mesh in place for duckboards.

After the mud came the green stuff - this is the best bit as it’s very quick to do and it feels like making a lot of progress in a short 
time. I mixed up various Woodland Scenics ground foams, Noch paper leaves, some static grass and a couple of pinches of dried 
oregano. I ended up splitting the mix into two lots - one “brownish” for the forest floor, and one “greenish” to use on higher surfaces 
and over the top of the first.

After brushing dilute PVA wherever I wanted plants, I sprinkled the green mixes around and cleaned them off the dry areas. Then I 
sprayed everything with an Isopropyl Alcohol/Water mix to wet it without disturbing it, and applied Klear with an eye-dropper. The 
alcohol soaks into the scatter mix and makes it easier for the Klear to wick into it.

After several hours it all set hard enough that I could use a vacuum cleaner to remove anything that the glue hadn’t reached and 
do some touch ups and detail work. I matt varnished everything to kill glue shine and then added gloss back to damp areas. (9, 10)

876

109
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Structures and details
Since I’d been using real-world reference of Thai jungles and waterfalls, the model was getting less and less alien. I opted to add some 
more sci-fi details to offset this, in the main a GW “Munitorum Armoured Container” which I built as a temporary communications 
outpost. The container is a very simple kit but it does have interior detail on the wall surfaces so made a good starting point. I added 
some scratchbuilt details and LED lights to the inside using bits of old tank kits, plastic and wire.

To go with this I used some more old kit parts and brass tube to create a communications antenna thingy, with a cable running back 
into the container. (11) The barrels and crates came with the container kit and fit the scene nicely so they went into the mix too. (12)

These were primed with Alclad and airbrushed with Tamiya colours. I hunted around for various decals from GW and Gundam 
sheets plus some model railway wagon data panels to give an industrial feel. Once they were sealed in I spent a while adding sponged 
chips and various enamel weathering products. The fiddly details like the door control panels I finished with Citadel paints and a 
fine brush. After sealing it all in with matt varnish I added some glossy weathering effects like grease on the door hinges, oil spills 
nd the like to try and give it an industrial feel. The last thing were some posters and notices that I drew, printed and dirtied up. (13)

Trees and plants
Small plants were not too much of a problem - I had been basing the Tyranids with small laser-cut leaves from Kamizukuri in Japan 
and just added lots of these across the board. I also made some foxglove-like plants to add colour by dipping trimmed brush bristles 
in glue and different colours of scatter material.

I knew I still needed some trees or other larger plants to add scale to the landscape and break up the sight lines a bit. I didn’t realise 
quite how hard it would be to make convincing palm trees though! I started off following the methods of Mr. Naota ‘Wildriver’ 
Arakawa, using twisted wire trunks and crepe paper leaves, but I wasn’t able to get paint them without the trees ended up bedraggled 
and sad. 

I managed to make some smaller trees with punched-paper leaves and these were better, but they still looked a bit dead. I eventually 
came up with the idea of using Tamiya tape folded over florists’ wire to give a leaf blank that would be flexible and poseable. This was 
much more promising and I was able to make some reasonably convincing banana leaves like this. (14)

I painted them with chrome oxide green artists paint, using a wide soft brush to create streaks, and added a little matt varnish to kill 
the gloss away from the centres of the leaves and on the undersides. The trunks were made from wire wrapped strips of torn masking 
tape with sisal string trimmings and brown paper to add fibrous texture and dead leaves. (15)

131211
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Figures
All the models are plastic figure kits from Games Workshop’s Tyranid range. I tend to buy the larger sets rather than the unit boxes 
because the price per figure works out much better. I primed them with Alclad again, then airbrushed base colours with Tamiya Flat 
Red, Hull Red and Flat Flesh blended across the bodies. (16) An all-over wash of Agrax Earthshade picked out the details before 
I added several layers of blended highlights on the skin details with Citadel paints and a paintbrush. A filter of Tamiya Clear Red 
brought it all together. (17)

The carapace areas needed two neat coats of black and I used Blu-Tak to mask them ready to drybrush puple and pink highlights 
which were again brought together with a wash. For the non rank-and-file figures I painted three or four layers of individidual 
striations to highlight the carapace instead.

Other details were picked out and highlighted with fine brushes with particular attention paid to the faces. I also added some green 
blood-spatter to a few of the models, and after a coat of matt varnish used gloss to bring some shine back to the carapace, eyes and 
tongues. (18) On the day before the club competition I even managed to speed-paint two marine scouts for the Tyranids to eat!

What next?
I enjoyed doing all the scenic work so much that I want to try and do more of it - that probably means basing models rather than 
stopping as soon as they’re complete, and maybe trying a proper diorama. I also have more Tyranids to paint including some of the 
larger models I’ve previously brought to Show & Tell as works-in-progress, but I’m having a break from them at the moment and 
working on something quite different.

I’d definitely enter Armies on Parade again, it was really fun to see all the models on the table. I have a small collection of Necrons 
(robot skeletons with an Egyptian influence) Orks (green space hooligans) and Genestealer Cult (human-Tyranid hybrid) figures 
and I think it’d be fun to do something gloomy and industrial rather than the green and cheery natural environment.

I guess we’ll see what happens next year!

181716

Tyranid Warriors Ultramarine Scouts

All the Tyranids to date Mucolid Spore
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Hi there Junior Modellers,

And so we come to the end of another busy year. There is a stack of prizes awaiting those 8 hardy souls who worked diligently to get 
their entries done in time and make up the 28 entries for our end of year club competition. Well done to all of you who entered and 
I look forward to the prize-giving on the 30th of November.

Junior prize-giving programme
Prize-giving starts 8.00pm sharp on 30th of November at the Petone Working Men’s Club.

8.00-8.10 pm      Prize giving for all placing’s in the end of year club competitionJ

8.10-8.15 pm      Special prize for best attendance and most Improved Modeller for 2016.

           Trophy and the Trophy and Prize for the Best Junior Modeller for 2016.

           Group Photo with Ray. 

8.16pm          Adult prize-giving and Show & Tell  start. Juniors and parents may leave at this point, but those who 
   would like to stay and enjoy the event are more than welcome to do so. 

Junior Modellers
Ray thorpe

A sample of the prizes on offer to the Juniors this year

9 AFV entries for the Club Competition

And 5 ship entries!

5 aircraft entries
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Changes to the Junior programme for 2017
Next year will be the 17th Year that Scale Models Wellington has been running our Junior Modellers programme. 

The following are new initiatives which will be implemented next year.

• Session dates will be scheduled to cater for the school holidays and public holidays to improve attendance. 
(Check the session dates)

• Combined session from 1-4 pm will continue for all our Juniors. 
• Juniors may start an hour later (2pm) or leave and hour earlier (3pm) to better fit in any Saturday sport.
• Juniors will be encouraged to write articles for the newsletter on a voluntary basis.
• Our junior BSK competition will be run and judged “in house” as part of our July 1 modelling session to make sure it’s not on 

a school night and that all of you can attend with your parents on a Saturday afternoon.
• Given the smaller group we have decided to limit BSK options to just 2 categories. 

BSK (Build the same kit) Nominations for 2017 are
AFVs           Zvezda 1/35th King Tiger  (5 in stock) 

Aircraft    Academy 1/48th Mirage III  (3 in stock with more on order, plus the club will supply 
       a range of decal options)

Session dates & themes for the 2017 Programme

February 11           “What I got and built for Christmas” and BSK voting 

March 11          BSK build commences.

April 8              BSK build and priming.

May 13              BSK build and painting.

June 10              BSK painting & finishing.

July 1              BSK finishing, judging & prize giving.

July 26               Ray displays the Junior BSK prize winners at club night for the adults.

List of Junior Modellers for the combined 1-4pm session
Fergal, Nevan, Jayden, Cordell, Harrison, Madeleine, Connor, Samuel, Shaquile.

If I have missed anyone or if you would like bring a new member along PLEASE let me know by the Friday night before the 
Saturday session. Please remember that our helpers all give up their Saturday afternoons to help out to so please make sure you attend 
as many sessions as you can.

Please don’t forget your $2.00 GOLD COIN donation and bring something to build. 

I hope to see you all at the end of year prize giving on 30 November 2016!

Happy Modelling

Ray and the “A Team”
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What’s in the Shops
November releases from Airfix
• 1/72 Grumman Martlet Mk.IV
• 1/72 Supermarine Spitfire Mk.Va
• 1/72 Bristol Beaufighter
• 1/72 Heinkel He111-H
• 1/48 Gloster Meteor F8
• 1/24 Hawker Typhoon Mk1B
• Battle of the Somme WWI Gift Set
• 1/72 RAF BE2C
• 1/72 Percival Jet Provost
• 1/72 Boulton Paul Defiant 
• 1/72 A.W.Whitley Mk. VII
• 1/48 Canberra B2/B20
• 1/72 USAAF Bomber Resupply Set 
• 1/72 Lest We Forget Gift Set - Tucano 

December releases from Italeri
• 1/72 C130 Hercules
• 1/72 H-21 Flying Banana - Vietnam War
• 1/72 B-52 Stratofortress-Gulf War
• 1/72 Wellington Mk.IC
• 1/72 F/A-18 Hornet W/Swiss Air Force
• 1/32 Dassault Mirage III E/R
• 1/48 Gulf War F-15 Strike Eagle
• 1/48 Cessna 172 Skyhawk

• 1/24 Lambo Countach 5000
• 1/24 Lambo Diablo
• 1/24 Lambo Miura
• 1/24 Ford Transit Mk2
• 1/24 Milk Tanker “We Are Family”
• 1/24 DAF 95 Canvas Truck
• 1/24 Showtruck DAF XF105 “Smokey”
• 1/24 DAF XF105 W/Marine Trailer
• 1/9 Norton Manx 500CC 1951
• 1/72 Waterloo 1815 Battle Set
• 1/72 1944 Battle Of Bastogne
• 1/72 Battle Of Rorke’s Drift
• 1/72 Pax Romana Battle Set
• 1/72 Operation Cobra Wwii Battle Set
• 1/72 Gulf War 25Th Anni. Battle Set
• 1/72 American Civil War - Union Inf
• 1/72 American Civil War - Confederates
• 1/35 1915 Italian Infantry
• 1/35 United Nations Livery - Lince Recon
• 1/35 Gulf War T-55 Tank
•  1/9 Triumph NZ Commemorative WWII
• 1/56 Warlord Games M10 Tank Destroyer
• 1/56 Warlord Games Churchill
• 1/56 Warlord Games M3 Stuart
• 1/700 World Of Warships Bismarck

Information on new releases kindly provided by: 

Robert Bringans

Trevor Bringans Ltd.
www.bringans.com

Tracy Hill

Thomas Holdsworth Ltd.
www.holdson.com
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Now go and build something!
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